Abstract-A mathematical formula matching algorithm is proposed. Firstly, this paper creates the tree presentation of the mathematical formula by its MathML presentation markup, normalizes the tree structure by rule base, and then horizontally traverses the tree to normalize the variable names to get the structure code. To match two mathematical formulas, this paper compares the structure codes, preorders traversal sequences and postorder traversal sequences in turn, if they all are equal respectively, then the two mathematical formulas are matching. The experimental results show that the algorithm is not only suitable for the matching that the mathematical formulas are same structure, but also for the matching that the mathematical formulas are same semantic, and the accuracy is high. Therefore, it is a more practical algorithm.
INTRODUCTION
In order to prevent the academic plagiaris m, online detection technology has become a hot issue in the field of information retrieval and some results [1] - [5] have been achieved. However, these results are only suitable for text detection. In an academic paper, especially a science and engineering academic paper, the main ideas are often described by mathematical formu las. Therefore, how to effectively detect the mathematical formu las has attracted increasing attention. Many organizations or scholars have carried out related researches and have achieved some results on the recognition of mathematical exp ressions [6] - [10] , but the study on matching of mathematical expressions is still in the stage of exploration [11] - [13] .
MathML (Mathematical Markup Language), based on the XML standard, is a markup language of describing mathematical formu la, not only realizes the establishment and transmission of mathemat ical formula on the internet, but also realizes reuse and conversion in other application programs. Therefore, more and more mathematical formulas described by MathML appear on the internet.
MathML provides two kinds of description markup, one is presentation markup, and the other is content markup. Both markups can completely describe any a mathematical formula. The presentation markup of a mathematical formu la is encoded according to the symbols written order in the mathematical formu la, the code are simple and intuitive. In addition, the content markup code can be converted into presentation markup code [14] . Therefore, a mathematical formula matching algorithm based on MathML is proposed. The algorithm realizes accuracy matching of mathemat ical formulas, and the effectiveness of the algorithm is verified by the experiments.
The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the tree description of mathematical formu la. Section 3 describes the mathemat ical formula matching algorithm in detail. Experimental results for different modification way are presented in section 4. Conclusion is outlined in section 5.
II. THE T REE REPRESENT AT ION OF MAT HEMAT ICAL FORMULA

A. Construction of tree representation
The presentation markup code has noticeable structural feature. A mathematical formu la is divided into mu ltiple sub-expressions, each sub-expression is divided into many smaller ones, repeating the operation until the subexpression is indivisible. The indivisible sub-expressions are called formula elements.
In presentation markup code, the mathematical formu la, each sub-expressions and each format control all are marked by beginning markup and ending markup. Therefore, the markup code of a mathematical formu la is clear nested layout, and the order is corresponding to the order that formula elements appear in the mathematical formula. The tree presentation of a mathematical formula can be created according to the nested structure feather. The data structure of the tree is given in Tab 1. Reading the presentation markup code in written order, , and using recursion approach to create the tree representation. Root is created firstly, and then creating the sub-trees of root from left to right in turn. In the process of creating tree, if the processed code is ending markup, then reading next code, if the processed code is the beginning markup of operand, then creating a node, the text is the marked content, the attribute is OPR, if the processed code is the beginning markup of boundary or delimiter, then creating a node, the text is the marked content, the attribute is CHR, if the processed code is the beginning markup of variable, then creating a node, the text is the marked content, the attribute is VA R, if the processed code is the beginning markup of constant, then creating a node, the text is the marked content, the attribute is CON, if the processed code is other beginning markup, but does not belong to above, then creating a node, the text is the beginning markup, the attribute is MRK.
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By the process of creating tree representation, the constant and variable is leaf node, function and operand are non leaf node. The lower the priority of operand and function is , the closer the corresponding node to the root node is . Fig. 1 shows its presentation markup code, Fig. 2 shows the tree presentation that created according to Fig. 1 . 
B. Normalization processing
MathML provides presentation markup and content markup. If the mathemat ical formula is described by content markup, then the content markup must be converted into the presentation markup. The method of conversion is fro m structure to structure, fro m element to element, fro m attribute to attribute and from element of the text [14] .
The structures of the same meaning mathemat ical formula may be different, and the corresponding tree structures are different also. Therefore, the tree structures must be normalized. The method of normalizing tree structures is that establish a rule base, and every rule is tree pair ) RT , LT ( R . For the sub-tree i T of in the tree T , matching i T with LT in turn, if the matching is successful, then replacing i T with RT , and modify ing the parameters of sub-tree RT according to i T at the same time. The transformation for i T is comp leted. When transformations for all sub-trees are completed, the tree structure is normalized.
Variab le name has nothing to do with the meaning of mathematical formula . To get the unique traversal sequence according to given traversal way, the variable names must be normalized. The method of normalizing variable names is level traversal tree, if the attribute of the current node text field is VA R, replace the current node text with the identifier in the given variable name sequence. , then the normalizing result for Fig. 2 is given in Fig. 3 .
III. MATHEMATICAL FORMULA MATCHING ALGORIT HM
For two mathematical formu las described by presentation markup, creating the tree presentation, normalizing tree structures and variable names. If the two trees have the same structure and the corresponding node values are equal respectively also, then the two mathematical formu las are matching. Therefore, the tree structure is used to determine if two mathematical formulas are matching firstly. The tree structure can be presented approximately by structure code.
If a mathematical formula is presented by a tree, and the depth of the tree is H , the number of nodes in ith layer is i N , then the structure code of the mathematical formu la is defined as follows:
Where, ) N ( str i is a numerical string corresponds to i N . If the structure codes of two mathemat ical formulas are equal, then comparing the value of the corresponding node respectively. The method is that compare the preorder traversal sequences and postorder traversal sequences of the two trees respectively. If the preorder traversal sequence and postorder traversal sequence are equal respectively, then the two mathematical formulas are matching, or otherwise they are mis matching. This is because that a tree can be converted into a binary tree, and preorder traversing a tree is equal to preorder traversing the corresponding binary tree, postorder traversing a tree is equal to inorder traversing the corresponding binary tree. In addition, only one binary tree can be determined by the preorder traversal sequence and the inorder traversal sequence. Therefore, only one tree can be determined by the preorder traversal sequence and the postorder traversal sequence. Therefore, if the preorder traversal sequences and the postorder traversal sequences of two tree are equal respectively, then they structures and the corresponding node values are equal respectively, the corresponding two mathematical formulas are matching.
Assume 1 E and 2 E are two mathematical formu las, they are described by MathML, where 1 E is the source formula, 2 E is the target formula. The match algorithm is described in detail as follow.
Step 1: If 1 E is described with content markup, then converting it into presentation markup. If 2 E is described by content markup, then converting it into presentation markup.
Step 2: Creating the tree presentation of 1 E according to its presentation markup code, normalizing the tree structure and variable names to get tree 1 T . Create the tree presentation of 2 E according to its presentation markup code. Normalizing the tree structure and variable names to get tree 2 T .
Step 3: Level traversing tree 1 T to get the structure code 1 C . Level traversing tree 2 T to get the structure code
, then 1 E and 2 E are mis matching, goto step 6, else goto step 4.
Step 4: Preorder traversing tree 1 T to get the traversal sequence 1 P . Preorder traversing tree 2 T to get the traversal sequence 2 P . If 2 1 P P  , then 1 E and 2 E are mismatching, goto step 6, else goto step 5.
Step 5: Postorder traversing tree 1 T to get the traversal sequence 1 L . Postorder traversing tree 2
E and 2 E are matching, else mismatching.
Step 6: End.
IV. THE EXPERIMENT AL RESULT S AND ANALYSIS
Researchers select 216 different mathematical formu las fro m 200 pressed research papers. Every mathematical formula is representative. The mathematical formulas include both basic and recombined. Such as radical expression, fraction expression, summat ion expression , function expression, vector expression, superscript expression and matrix etc. The mathematical formu las are source formu las. Describe them with MathML presentation markup, create the tree presentation for every mathematical formula according to its presentation markup, and normalize the structure and variable names.
To verify the performance of the proposed method, every mathematical formu la is modified according to Tab .2. The mod ified mathemat ical formu las are target formulas.
Experiment is Pentium 2.0G, memory 2G and windows Xp operating system. The programming language is VC++.
In experiments, 346 times matching are done. The average accuracy is 94.28%, the average matching time is 3.24ms. The matching results of various modification way are given in Tab .3. The experimental results show that the accuracy of the algorithm is high. For no modifying, the accuracy is 100%. The reason is that the presentation markup code of the source formu la and the source formula are equal, therefore, the tree structure and the corresponding node value must be equal. For modifying variable names , the accuracy is 100%. After the variable names of the source formula and the target formula are normalized, the tree structures and the corresponding node values must be identical. For modifying operand and modifying constant, the accuracy is 100. If the operands or constants of a mathematical formula are modified, then its meaning must be modified, the original formu la and the modified formula must be mismatching. For modifying structure, the accuracy is 86.31%. The key reason is that the patterns are incomplete in the rule base. The matching speed of the algorithm is fast. The reason is that the algorithm co mpares with the structure codes firstly; if the structure code is equal, then compares with the preorder traversal sequences; if the preorder traversal sequences are identical, then compares with the postorder traversal sequences.
V. CONCLUSION
Based on the tree representation of mathemat ical formula, a mathematical formu la matching algorithm for MathML is proposed in this paper. The algorithm realize accurately matching of mathematical formulas, and matching speed is fast. The algorithm is not only suitable for the matching that both the structure and the meaning are identical respectively ,but alTherefore, for the matching that the structures are different but the meanings are same. Perfecting the rule base and improving the matching accuracy of the same semantic mathematical formulas would be our research work in future.
